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Flooding poses safety hazards to motorists, emergency and maintenance crews and may cause costly damage to transportation infrastructure and its operation. Flash flooding, in particular, causes the most flood-related deaths According to NOAA, in 2017 alone, flash flooding also caused $60.7 billion worth of economic damage. Low-water crossings are among the first places where deaths and significant damages to vehicles occur during flooding. With flash flooding, when a critical corridor is blocked by a high level of water, it affects the safety of the general public. To keep the critical corridors open as long as possible, and to minimize losses from flooding, accurate early detection of the rising water level is essential. The flood level detection system has to have flood stage maps in the geographic information system for the street-, roadway-, and critical-freight corridors. This area encompasses public roads in urbanized areas that provide access and connection to the primary roads for ports, public transportation or other transportation facilities.

The main goal of this project is to develop cost-effective and high efficient solar-powered water level detection units and implement real-time water level monitoring for water both pavement and river stream. The project was performed with three objectives: 1) to develop the low cost reliable real-time data of the ultrasound water level detection system, increasing its data reliability and resolution; 2) to improve an energy-saving processing system; and to deploy the ultrasound water level detection system and real-time monitoring system for water both pavement and river stream for safety measures. The obtained results and findings imply the developed monitoring system can present reliable water level data with efficient power and data transmission system.
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### SI* (MODERN METRIC) CONVERSION FACTORS

#### APPROXIMATE CONVERSIONS TO SI UNITS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>When You Know</th>
<th>Multiply By</th>
<th>To Find</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>LENGTH</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in</td>
<td>inches</td>
<td>25.4</td>
<td>millimeters</td>
<td>mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ft</td>
<td>feet</td>
<td>0.305</td>
<td>meters</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yd</td>
<td>yards</td>
<td>0.914</td>
<td>meters</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mi</td>
<td>miles</td>
<td>1.61</td>
<td>kilometers</td>
<td>km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in²</td>
<td>square inches</td>
<td>645.2</td>
<td>square millimeters</td>
<td>mm²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ft²</td>
<td>square feet</td>
<td>0.093</td>
<td>square meters</td>
<td>m²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yd²</td>
<td>square yard</td>
<td>0.836</td>
<td>square meters</td>
<td>m²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ac</td>
<td>acres</td>
<td>0.405</td>
<td>hectares</td>
<td>ha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mi²</td>
<td>square miles</td>
<td>2.59</td>
<td>square kilometers</td>
<td>km²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AREA</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fl oz</td>
<td>fluid ounces</td>
<td>29.57</td>
<td>milliliters</td>
<td>mL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gal</td>
<td>gallons</td>
<td>3.785</td>
<td>liters</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ft³</td>
<td>cubic feet</td>
<td>0.028</td>
<td>cubic meters</td>
<td>m³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yd³</td>
<td>cubic yards</td>
<td>0.765</td>
<td>cubic meters</td>
<td>m³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>VOLUME</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>°F</td>
<td>Fahrenheit</td>
<td>(F-32)/9</td>
<td>Celsius</td>
<td>°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>°C</td>
<td>Celsius</td>
<td>(F-32)/1.8</td>
<td>Fahrenheit</td>
<td>°F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fc</td>
<td>foot-candles</td>
<td>10.76</td>
<td>lux</td>
<td>lx</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fl</td>
<td>foot-Lamberts</td>
<td>3.426</td>
<td>candela/m²</td>
<td>cd/m²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ILLUMINATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lb</td>
<td>pounds</td>
<td>0.454</td>
<td>kilograms</td>
<td>kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>short tons (2000 lb)</td>
<td>0.907</td>
<td>megagrams (or &quot;metric ton&quot;)</td>
<td>Mg (or &quot;t&quot;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TEMPERATURE (exact degrees)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MASS</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oz</td>
<td>ounces</td>
<td>28.35</td>
<td>grams</td>
<td>g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lb</td>
<td>pounds</td>
<td>0.454</td>
<td>kilograms</td>
<td>kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mg</td>
<td>megagrams (or &quot;metric ton&quot;)</td>
<td>1.103</td>
<td>short tons (2000 lb)</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### APPROXIMATE CONVERSIONS FROM SI UNITS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>When You Know</th>
<th>Multiply By</th>
<th>To Find</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>LENGTH</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mm</td>
<td>millimeters</td>
<td>0.039</td>
<td>inches</td>
<td>in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m</td>
<td>meters</td>
<td>3.28</td>
<td>feet</td>
<td>ft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m</td>
<td>meters</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>yards</td>
<td>yd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>km</td>
<td>kilometers</td>
<td>0.621</td>
<td>miles</td>
<td>mi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mm²</td>
<td>square millimeters</td>
<td>0.0016</td>
<td>square inches</td>
<td>in²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m²</td>
<td>square meters</td>
<td>10.764</td>
<td>square feet</td>
<td>ft²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m²</td>
<td>square meters</td>
<td>1.195</td>
<td>square yards</td>
<td>yd²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ha</td>
<td>hectares</td>
<td>2.47</td>
<td>acres</td>
<td>ac</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>km²</td>
<td>square kilometers</td>
<td>0.386</td>
<td>square miles</td>
<td>mi²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>VOLUME</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mL</td>
<td>milliliters</td>
<td>0.034</td>
<td>fluid ounces</td>
<td>fl oz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>liters</td>
<td>0.264</td>
<td>gallons</td>
<td>gal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m³</td>
<td>cubic meters</td>
<td>35.314</td>
<td>cubic feet</td>
<td>ft³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MASS</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g</td>
<td>grams</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>ounces</td>
<td>oz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kg</td>
<td>kilograms</td>
<td>2.202</td>
<td>pounds</td>
<td>lb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mg</td>
<td>megagrams (or &quot;metric ton&quot;)</td>
<td>1.103</td>
<td>short tons (2000 lb)</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TEMPERATURE (exact degrees)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ILLUMINATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lx</td>
<td>lux</td>
<td>0.0929</td>
<td>foot-candles</td>
<td>fc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cd/m²</td>
<td>candela/m²</td>
<td>0.2919</td>
<td>foot-Lamberts</td>
<td>fl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FORCE and PRESSURE or STRESS</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>newtons</td>
<td>0.225</td>
<td>poundforce</td>
<td>lbf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kPa</td>
<td>kilopascals</td>
<td>0.145</td>
<td>poundforce per square inch</td>
<td>lbf/in²</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Flooding poses safety hazards to motorists, emergency, and maintenance crews and may cause costly damage to transportation infrastructure and its operation. Flash flooding, in particular, causes the most flood-related deaths. According to National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), in 2017 alone, flash flooding also caused $60.7 billion worth of economic damage. Low-water crossings are among the first places where deaths and significant damages to vehicles occur during flooding. With flash flooding, when a critical corridor is blocked by a high level of water, it affects the safety of the general public. To keep the critical corridors open as long as possible, and to minimize losses from flooding, accurate early detection of the rising water level is essential. The flood level detection system has to have flood stage maps (i.e., normal or extreme water elevation) in the geographic information system (GIS), for the street-, roadway-, and critical-freight corridors. This area is encompassing public roads in urbanized areas that provide access and connection to the primary roads for ports, public transportation, or other transportation facilities. The traffic will exhibit both commuter and freight congestion. The critical corridors are a high priority in Texas Freight Mobility Plan 2017.

Water level detection units are commonly designed for riverine flooding rather than flash flooding. Moreover, installation and maintenance of traditional water level sensing systems are expensive (> $75,000). The current cutting-edge water level detection techniques, on the other hand, have significant limitations: noise and erroneous signals from sensors, unstable power management, and slow data transmitting. Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) may also be used to sense flash floods in real-time. The UAVs, however, have their limitations in that they only provide snapshots of flood information in the short period of time they operate.

As a promising solution, this study will evaluate a low-cost real-time ultrasound water-level measuring unit at critical corridors in Region 6, to develop integrated-sensing of the low-cost, highly sensitive ultrasound water level detection (UWLD) unit to increase its reliability and resolution and to integrate it with a highly efficient solar power system and a reliable cellular network. The flood stage information will be transmitted using a cellular module in the UWLD unit to the Region 6 Flood Control District or sent directly to emergency command centers for an early warning so that they may take timely action such as citizen/driver evacuation, route/ramp closures, and signal timing modification.

The educational impact of this project is that sensing and monitoring elements of the research is integrated into a planned graduate-level course: "Advanced sensing and monitoring." This research is highly interdisciplinary and engaged students from multiple departments (i.e., civil engineering, computer science, electrical engineering). This project's novel technologies will help develop new skill sets for the workforce that is most involved with roadway safety and direction during flooding. The PI developed several training and outreach programs at the University of Texas at Arlington (UTA). Other information is disseminated at conferences and papers dedicated to this topic. In the future, the research team will invite leaders from companion programs to UTA for seminars. He will also consult with Region 6 DOT concerning the best way to contact state leaders who are open to meetings with those who could best use this technology.
1. INTRODUCTION

Flooding poses safety hazards to motorists, emergency and maintenance crews and may cause costly damage to transportation infrastructure and its operation. Flash flooding, in particular, causes the most flood-related deaths (1, 2). According to NOAA, in 2017 alone, flash flooding also caused $60.7 billion worth of economic damage. Low-water crossings are among the first places where deaths and significant damages to vehicles occur during flooding. With flash flooding, when a critical corridor is blocked by a high level of water, it affects the safety of the general public. To keep the critical corridors open as long as possible and to minimize losses from flooding, accurate early detection of the rising water level is essential. The flood level detection system has to have flood stage maps (i.e., normal or extreme water elevation) in the geographic information system (GIS), for the street-, roadway-, and critical-freight corridors (3). This area encompasses public roads in urbanized areas that provide access and connection to the primary roads for ports, public transportation, or other transportation facilities. The traffic will exhibit both commuter and freight congestion. The critical corridors are a high priority in Texas Freight Mobility Plan 2017 (4).

Water level detection units are commonly designed for riverine flooding rather than flash flooding. Moreover, installation and maintenance of traditional water level sensing systems are expensive (> $ 75,000). The current cutting-edge water level detection techniques, on the other hand, have significant limitations: noise and erroneous signals from sensors, unstable power management, and slow data transmitting.

The ultrasound-based approach is one of the most advanced water level monitoring systems. In spite of that, the current flash flood water level system with the sensing and other similar techniques exhibit drawbacks with several major practical issues: low accuracy, unstable power management issue, and dependency of stream water level. The low accuracy of at best 15 mm can be challenged to precisely provide information on extreme weather conditions. In addition, signal loss due to power management issues and inappropriate signal processing due to the intrinsic nature of the sensor (e.g., wave scattering) also may cause the drawbacks. These unexpected noises and error may mistakenly issue a false flash flood warning from the Emergency Alert System. Meanwhile, due to the inaccuracy of the current ultrasound system, there have been few efforts to monitor and warn water levels on transportation roads and low-crossing bridges, if possible, in real-time. The challenges to having real-time reliable water level monitoring are to develop the low-cost, highly sensitive ultrasonic water level detection (UWLD) system, which is transferable to the database accessible in real-time and secures the stable operation of UWLD system covering both pavement and riverine.
2. OBJECTIVES AND APPROACH

2.1 Objective
The main goal of this project is to develop cost-effective and high efficient solar-powered water level detection units and implement real-time water level monitoring for water both pavement and river stream. Three objectives are proposed:

- **Objective 1**: the first objective is to develop the low cost reliable real-time data of the UWLD system, increasing its data reliability and resolution. The UWLD system unit is developed with cost-effective components, reliable water level measurement system, and real-time data transmission and monitoring system using a cloud computing platform. To obtain the reliable UWLD data, proper data collecting interval and filter are considered.
- **Objective 2**: the second objective is to improve an energy-saving processing system. The stable power supply by the developed unit itself is significant to operate the sensor and other components controlled by microcontrollers (MCUs).
- **Objective 3**: the last objective is to deploy the UWLD system and real-time monitoring system for water both pavement and stream for safety measures.

2.2 Approach and Literature Review
Natural disasters (e.g., floods) often lead to loss of lives and properties in many years. Particularly, urban flash floods are critically dangerous, due to its short times of event in the population density of cities. The challenge is that there is a lack of information on the threatening flood (type, location, and severity), sensing these events is important to generate accurate and detailed flashflood warnings. The water level detecting sensors have been investigated for the flood monitoring (5), in particular its on bridges (6), or pressure sensors of water level detection on rivers (7). Indeed, these sensors are unable to measure the dynamic pressures independently and are affected by their orientation with respect to the water flow. Ultrasound rangefinder, which allows measuring the distance between the object and sensor, was adopted for the flood level monitoring (8). In this paper, a sensing device is deployed to monitor urban flash floods combining ultrasonic range finding with remote temperature sensing. The example of the distance data from the ultrasound transducer is shown at the top of Figure 1.

![Figure 1. Example of the distance data from the ultrasound sensor and temperature data (8)](image-url)
The distance measurement based on the two-way travel time of the ultrasound, which is traveled in the air medium, is influenced by the temperature. The ultrasound wave velocity in the dry air is given approximately by Equation 1 (9).

\[ v_{\text{sound in air}} \approx 331.4 + 0.6T_c \text{ (m/s)} \]  \[ 1 \]

where \( v_{\text{sound in air}} \) = wave velocity in the air and \( T_c \) = Celsius temperature.

The unit is based on distance sensing using an ultrasound transducer and reliable cellular data transmission. Non-contact ultrasonic detections have been selectively used depending on the target, such as distance detection and damage identification (10–12).

To obtain reliable distance data, moving average data filtering have been processed (8). The moving average filtering is used with time series data to smooth out short-term fluctuations. The most basic way to use the moving average is a simple moving average (SMA), which uses the average value calculated from multiple measurements to smooth out the fluctuation, as Equation 2 (13).

\[ D = \frac{\sum_i^n M_{D_i}}{n} \]  \[ 2 \]

where \( D \) is depth, \( M_{D_i} \) is \( i^{th} \) measured depth, \( n \) is the number of the measurement.

In case there is an outlier value that is extremely far from the other values, the value should be excluded from the consideration instead of including in the average calculation. But these outlier values are included in the calculation when moving average filter is used, which has the moving average filter too sensitive to outlier values. So, a different filter should be selected, and a moving median filter will be the one. In moving the median filter, the median value will be chosen from multiple measurements to leave out the noise. In moving median filter, the outlier values can be excluded from consideration as the following (14)

\[ D = M_{D_k}; \quad k = \frac{(n+1)}{2} \quad (n \text{ odd}) \]  \[ 3 \]

\[ D = \frac{M_{D_k} + M_{D_l}}{2}; \quad k = \frac{n}{2}; \quad l = \frac{n}{2} + 1 \quad (n \text{ odd}) \]  \[ 4 \]

The real-time flood monitoring has been developed with open source data-sharing network (15) and cloud computing platform (16, 17). Although there are many studies of water level detection techniques, they have significant limitations: noise and erroneous signals from sensors, unstable power management, and slow data transmitting.
3. PROCEDURE

3.1. Ultrasound water level detection system

The ultrasonic water level detection (UWLD) system was developed to perform low-cost and highly sensitive water level detection and to provide reliable real-time monitoring data. In this system, measured distance values between ultrasound sensor and water surface are processed to the water level data considering ultrasound wave speed changes by temperature. The processed water level data is transferred to the AWS server for the real-time monitoring of the water level at the node.

3.1.1. UWLD System with Internal Sleep Mode using a Computer-Operating-Properly Timer

The UWLD system can be summed up in three steps: 1) collecting distance and temperature data, 2) calculating water level, and 3) sending the data to the AWS server in real-time. The unit of the system consists of a microcontroller (MCU), an ultrasound range or distance sensor, a cellular module, a solar panel, a battery charger, and a battery. The system is designed with components that are connected as the system representation is illustrated in Figure 2.

![System representation of the UWLD system.](image)

In the first step, for efficient power-management, a proper interval time should be located after sending the data step and before collecting data step in the next cycle. As the system collects data, the system may be turned off unintentionally due to the low energy or battery level during the rainy season when there is not enough sunlight to charge the battery. It is highly important to employ interval time for battery sustainability after sending the monitoring data step and before collecting data step in the next cycle. At the first design, a sleep mode was initially employed in the interval time to provide a power-saving state. This is the simplest way for energy-saving. A computer operating properly (COP) timer controls the MCU to attain a power-saving state and to re-operate the system. The COP timer works like an alarm clock, as referred to as watchdog. When certain
sleep time is given from the code, the COP timer turns off all other parts and turns on them again after a certain sleep duration. All operation steps (e.g., collecting data, sending data, and interval time) of the flowchart in the system are described in Figure 3. From the flowchart, two decision points are employed for the high stability of the UWLD operation. Decision 1 in the figure is for checking whether the cellular module is connected well. And Decision 2 is for checking the completion of one cycle of collecting and sending data within 1 minute. The one cycle is normally completed within 30 seconds, so it means an error occurs if the cycle is not completed within 1 minute. And the watchdog timer allows rebooting the system when an error occurs. The timer is normally included in Atmel's MCU to automatically reset an embedded device.

Figure 3. Data flow algorithm of the UWLD system
Two sensors, an ultrasound distance sensor, and a temperature sensor are deployed to collect distance between the sensor and water surface and temperature data. Measured distance values from the installed unit at the node are processed to obtain the water level distance by calculating the two way travel time based on the ultrasound wave speed modified by the measured temperature at the second step. For the last step, the cellular module is operated to transfer the data collected by sensors to the AWS server for real-time data plotting. The battery charging and power supply system with a solar panel, battery charger, and the battery is deployed for a stable power supply to the MCU and sensors. The battery charger has a load-sharing function that allows the solar panel to charge the battery and supply power to the MCU and sensors simultaneously (note Figure 1). Charger with this function is deployed for daytime when the solar panel produces more electricity than it is needed for operating the UWLD system.

The moving median filter (note Figure 2) is used to collect reliable distance data by choosing the median distance value among the series of distance data. It is because two different errors are mostly presented with minimum and maximum value of the ultrasound distance sensor range (minimum value error: when the object block the wave lower than sensor range, maximum value error: when the sensor loses the reflected ultrasound wave). If the series of measured distance data includes this type of error, the moving averaged method shows unreliable distance with the actual distance. The multiple measured distances are sorted in ascending order, and the median distance is chosen as the distance value at the moment.

3.1.2. Real-time AWS sever

To monitor the water level data in real-time, the online accessible cloud computing platform is used. The website to display the transferred data from UWLD was created in Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2), which can build the website and store the database as a part of AWS. The transferred data from the UWLD system consists of water level, temperature, battery percentage, current network strength, location data (GPS data) with international mobile equipment identify (IMEI) number. The location of nodes is marked on the map with an application programming interface (API). The unit location can be present with the mark on the map, and the more detailed information of the node comes up when the red mark is clicked (see Figure 2 (left)). Table 1 describes the database information, which includes all the data transferred from the UWLD system and given by the computing platform.

UWLD unit transfers the measured data to the AWS database, which can be developed and accessed by the programming language MySQL. "Database" created are shown in Table 1 with three databases: Device, Device Table, and Water Data. Device Table consists of all the data, whereas the remaining other two databases (Device and Water Data) have only a few parameters to reduce the processing time in the server. Database checks the IMEI number of the unit and creates a new database if it is the new UWLD unit. The flood level monitoring website based on the programming language of HTML is designed with a user-friendly interface by displaying the real-time graphs. JavaScript programming language is used to communicate between database and website with NodeJS, ReactJS, and ExpressJS languages. NodeJS allows to access the database with the data type structure (see Figure 4). ReactJS gives actions to process the data after accessing the database. ExpressJS is used for the visualization of the data in the HTML website.

Since there are many programming languages, application programming interface (API) is required to interact between the actions in the data flow Figure 4. Finally, the website deploys the virtual map with the latitude and longitude information of the UWLD unit obtained from API.
device records, which consists of the device ID. The UWLD data linked to the device ID is presented in the graph format after the filtering and correcting. In addition, the data set is available for download in CSV file format.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Database Name</th>
<th>Database information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Device</td>
<td>It consists of the data set of IMEI number, Latitude, Longitude, Status and Device ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Device Table</td>
<td>It consists of the data set of IMEI number, Latitude, Longitude, Status, Sidewalk depth, Stream depth, Temperature, Network Strength, Battery Status and Device ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water Data</td>
<td>It consists of the data set of IMEI number, Sidewalk depth, Stream depth, Latitude, Longitude, Temperature, Battery Status, and Device ID</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 4. A flow chart of the AWS cloud data process algorithm.


### 3.2. UWLD system with dual MCU

Sleep mode is deployed in order to control the interval time after sending collected data to the server and before collecting data in the next cycle. However, the COP timer for a sleep mode presents inefficient energy-saving operation; due to the nature of the COP timer, the power is turned on and off every 8 to 10 seconds during the sleep mode regardless of the sleep time duration, and it makes to keep consuming the power while in the sleep mode (note Figure 5).

In addition, the basic sleep mode cannot control the real-time clock (RTC) or COP timer perfectly. Therefore, dual MCU is adopted to improve this inefficiency of the sleep mode by installing the additional MCU and solid-state relay (SSR), which has lesser power consumption. It would be anticipated that the total power consumption will have dwindled when the additional MCU is used as the alarm of the main MCU, which performs the main task, including measurement, calculation, and data transfer. The additional MCU is named as switch MCU because it exists only for turning on/off the main MCU. The connection of Dual MCU and relay in the UWLD system are shown in the flow chart of Figure 7. After transfer the data to AWS, the switch MCU turns off the main MCU and turns on again at the next interval time for data collection.

Two types of error prevention algorithms are employed. The first logic of the algorithm is to giving an operating time limit for 60 seconds. If data processes on the main MCU are incomplete in the limit, it means the error occurs during the cycle. So the main MCU should be turned off immediately and re-process data collection and transfer again without interval time. In case that the process is done within 60 seconds well, it means no error occurs and redo the process after the interval time. The second logic of the algorithm is to deployed a watchdog timer. The main MCU is turned off and on regularly, but in case of switch MCU, it will never be turned off. And it might cause a critical issue. That is the reason to use the watchdog timer to restart the switch MCU as well. The data process including the error prevention algorithm, is described in the flowchart of Figure 7. The design of PCB board is shown in Figure 8, which includes three main parts. Part A is the part for the switch MCU, part B is the part for a relay, and Part C is the part for the main MCU.
Figure 6. System representation of UWLD system; Dual target sensing and dual MCU
Figure 7. Flowchart of UWLD system; Dual target sensing and dual MCU
3.3. Dual target sensing with UWLD

Ultrasound sensors are deployed to calculate the distance between the sensor and the water surface. Water on the pavement could not only threaten the life of people but also damage the pavement surface when a flood occurs. So, it is highly important to sense both the water level on the streamside and on the pavement (see the additional sensor design in Figure 9 and Figure 10).
UWLD system nodes were installed at a local site near the University of Texas at Arlington (UTA). It is shown in Figure 11. One ultrasound sensor calculates the distance between the sensor and the water surface of the urban stream. And the other ultrasound sensor calculates the distance between the sensor and the water surface on the pavement when a flood occurs. The included temperature sensor will measure the temperature, which will be used for depth data revision on the server. The collected data will be sent to the AWS server by a cellular module. And these sensors and modules will be powered by a battery and a solar panel. The battery is in the enclosure, and the solar panel is placed on the enclosure.
Figure 11. Installed UWLD systems on site
4. FINDINGS

UWLD units have been installed near UTA, and they operate from late February until August of 2020 for about six months. Two units were installed at two nodes, which does not hinder the public, and we did a regular system, and unit condition checks every week for the battery condition and sensor orientation. From March 1st 2020, data set were collected on the website and were periodically monitored until August 24th, 2020.

4.1. Preliminary Test of UWLD system

Two units of the UWLD system were installed at two locations, our local UTA site locations, Node 1 (N1), and Node 2 (N2). Node 1 was installed on February 17th, 2020, and Node 2 was installed on February 29th 2020, both these this installation was prioritized with respect to the forecast rainfall on the week ahead. The location is presented in the satellite view of the map in Figure 13.
After installation, their respective heights of the sidewalk's ultrasound sensors of Node 1 and 2 were calibrated such that the sensor is placed at the minimum distance as per the requirement of the ultrasound sensor manual. Streamside sensors in both nodes are in the transducer performance range. Table 2 describes the height placed from the pavement level for the scanning.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Modules</th>
<th>Initial sensor height from the sidewalk (mm)</th>
<th>Initial sensor height from the stream (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Node 1</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>3170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Node 2</td>
<td>640</td>
<td>3960</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2. Verification Study of Water Level from the UWLD system

On completion of the installation, on-site tests were performed to check whether the sensor data provided were of accurate measure. Water level calibration tests require a container that is large enough such that it does not interfere with the ultrasound wave impulse sent from the sensor and be able to store water of 10-11 liters, which are required for measuring the change in water sensor level as shown in Figure 14. Calibration of sensor data, which considers the moving median and temperature correlation results were found to be a similar trend with the manual data measurements, as shown in Figure 15.

Calibration Procedure:

- Make sure the time interval of the water depth collection data is determined. For the current calibration test case, we considered 1 min and 5 min interval time
- Place the container in a position such that the center is in line with the sensor, and wait for the sensors to read the measurement.
- Fill the container with water to increase a few centimeters water level such it can be verified with manual measurement. The water level in the container is raised only at the in-between the time interval (5 min).
- Increase to the desired height of the water level is reached, and reading is recorded.
4.3. UWLD Rainfall Monitoring on Node 1 and 2

Once the calibration height has been set up for the nodes, the UWLD system has been collecting data since February. Collected sensor data have shown a good response with respect to the NOAA data at both the nodes. Rainfall data collected from our UWLD system which shows a rainfall with water level rise of 0.7 m and 0.6m at nodes 1 and 2 around 8 pm on March 15th, 2020, as shown in Figure 16 and Figure 17. For the sidewalk, the ground level is considered zero levels whereas, on the stream, there is continuous water flow, so we considered an initial water depth level of 1m. NOAA recorded precipitation of 0.33 inch (8.382 mm) at Six Flag station on the same day. Also, at Lake Arlington, we can see the water level raise nearly an hour later than the period of rainfall as in Figure 18.
Figure 16. Precipitation data analysis of Node 1 for (a) Sidewalk Depth (b) Stream Depth.
Figure 17. Precipitation data analysis of Node 2 for (a) Sidewalk Depth (b) Stream Depth.
Figure 18. Precipitation data recorded at Lake Arlington.

On periodic monitoring, we found that the sidewalk of the bridges has a minimum water level raise due to the good drainage system of the bridge. But on a certain case, we found that the water level rise on the sidewalk of Node 1 due to the rainfall, which may be due to stagnation of water or any other obstacle in the side, which may lead to flash floods as shown in Figure 19. Whereas at Node 2 on the same day, we found the same level of water level rise in the streamside but a good drain of water at the sidewalk.
Figure 19. Water level raises recorded in the sidewalk location due to water staging at Node 1.
Figure 20. Water level with good drain recorded in the sidewalk location at Node 2 but the stream have a similar response to Node 1.

Figure 21. Precipitation data recorded at Lake Arlington.

Additional monitoring results in the rainy day are shown in Figure 22 and Figure 23. The figures show the water level changes on the streamside of Node 1 and Node 2 and Lake Arlington NOAA data.
Figure 22. Precipitation data collected from the stream side of Node 1, Node 2, and Lake Arlington on (a) April 3rd (b) April 12th. It indicates that water level on the lake are less sensitive to detect rainfall data than the water level on the stream from UWLD system.
Figure 23. Precipitation data collected from the streamside of Node1, Node 2 and Lake Arlington on (a) April 28th (b) June 21st.

Figure 24 shows the scattered peak water level data of 16 rainy days obtained by monitoring the water level for six months. Water level peak values from the UWLD system on the streamside and
Lake Arlington NOAA data are considered to plot the data. The scatter plot indicates some cases of streamside and lake water levels present strong correlation during a rainy day, while in most case the lake water level is not always increasing as streamside water level increases due to their different environment. The water level on streamside sensitively responds.

![Peak water levels of 16 rainy days](image)

**Figure 24. Scatter plot of the peak water level data from nodes stream data and Lake Arlington NOAA data**

### 4.4. Energy efficiency of the UWLD system

Apart from data collection analysis, we have encountered few maintenance issues like power shortage due to the shady location of the UWLD system—the efficiency of the battery power supply with dual microcontrollers (Dual MCUs).

It is essential for the UWLD system to be functional during the rainy season as to monitor the water level during that period. If it runs out of battery power and gets turned off, the system objective has not been attained. So it is necessary to consider how much battery is consumed due to the solar panel and when the solar panel does not charge the battery. We considered a 36 hour time period of the battery power usage, which has the battery power drained during the day and replacement of the battery the next day, shown in Figure 25; Part A is night time, and Part B is in the day time. As shown in the figure, even in the day time, the charging rate is lower than power consumption.
Battery change operation from February 19th 00:00 am to February 20th at 12:00 pm, which is represented as two boxes are marked on the graph. Part A covers from February 19th, 00:00 am to February 19th 12:00 pm. It shows the battery consumption during the time when the sunlight is absent or not strong to charge the battery. And it shows a rapid drop of 24% battery percentage from 83% to 59% for 12 hours. Part B covers from 2:00 pm to 6:00 pm. It shows the battery consumption during the daytime when the sunlight is strong enough to charge the battery. But it shows only a lesser drop of 5% from 55% to 50% for 4 hours. Despite considering the cloudy weather, the battery consumption and battery charging rate should be improved. Unless they are improved, the system would end up turned off unintentionally, which harms the trust of UWLD system.

4.5. Dual Microcontroller of the UWLD system
Since UWLD system has a problem in battery sustainability, though it is important to keep the system working in cloudy weather, the battery usage drop is significant than battery charging which leads shut down of the system. So the analysis on battery consumption of the system is conducted shown in Figure 26. Battery consumption of each module is measured with the help of a multi-meter which showed that the MCU runtime has the biggest consumption and sleep mode break time as an additional problem of power consumption, which accounts for 110 mA and 50 mA respectively. In-addition to Dual MCU, change of main MCU should be employed as well.

The MCU model should be chosen based on actual trial-and-error method. Because a MCU having small size of data memory SRAM and flash memory normally consumes less power. But if we consider a MCU which has a smaller size SRAM and flash memory, it could not run the code
sustainably. So, a list of MCU models is made first, and the most appropriate MCU should be chosen on a trial-and-error basis. Finally the MCU having smallest size of SRAM and flash memory would be chosen, which should be able to run the code sustainably.

After employing Dual MCU and deploying the appropriate MCU model through trial-and-error, similar 36 hours of operation test was done again, which covers 36 hours operation from April 12th 00:00 am to April 13th at midnight. And the battery change graph comparison is described in Figure 27.

Here we can infer in Part A for a time period from 00:00 am to 12:00 pm, which shows the lesser battery consumption when the sunlight is absent or not strong enough to charge the battery. And the time on the x-axis means the same time on both February 19th and April 12th, so 00:00 am means 00:00 am on February 19th and April 12th both. UWLD system showed a rapid drop percentage of 24% from 83% to 59%, but the UWLD system with Dual MCU shows a lesser drop percentage of 13% from 85% to 72%. Also, in Part B for the time period from 2:00 pm to 6:00 pm shows that charging of battery when the sunlight is strong enough even though the UWLD system consumes the battery. Previous UWLD system shows drop percentage of 5% from 55% to 50% for 4 hours, but current UWLD system with Dual MCU shows a percentage increase of 14% from 72% to 86%.
As described above, employing dual MCU makes a marked improvement on the battery percentage drop during the time when the sunlight is absent or not strong enough to charge the battery. The measured current by a multi-meter is shown in Figure 28. The average current consumed during the runtime was 165 mA, and it is have reduced consumption of roughly 110 mA. The current during the interval time was 50 mA, and have reduced consumption of 15mA. This remarked improvement in the efficient sustainable current flow of the circuitry system, which results in more effective battery consumption shown above.
Figure 28. Battery consumption comparison
4.6 CONCLUSIONS

The real-time water level monitoring was conducted with the measured data by the developed UWLD system and real-time monitoring system through AWS. Dual MCU system was considered to build the efficient power supply and consumption, and dual targets of the water level detection are considered to study the relationship between the water level change by the targets in different amount and duration of rainfall.

- The UWLD system was developed to measure the water level and transfer the data to the AWS server; the obtained water level is calibrated with the ultrasound wave velocity change by the temperature. In addition, the accuracy of the distance measurement was verified with manually measured distance.

- From the UWLD system, a total of 16 water level changes were detected for six month monitoring period (March 1st to August 24th, 2020). When the streamside water level increases from our UWLD system, the lake water level from NOAA data did change or increased later, it implies the water level change at local small creek or stream is more sensitive flood level indicator than at the large water bodies (e.g., lake or sea level). It is a challenge to monitor flood levels at the lake because of its low sensitivity environment. Thus, it is significant to perceive the intensity of the rainfall from streamside.

- The water level change on the pavement side is not always detected as streamside water level change due to the good drainage system. Among 32 cases of the monitoring water level on the pavement side, only 3 cases (March 16th, 18th, and July 6th) presents the pavement side water level changes during the rainfall at the Node 1 location. Although the pavement side water level changes are more affected by infrastructure conditions (e.g., the drainage system) then the direct rainfall intensity, it can be more significant to warn the urban flooding, especially close to the area of UWLD station. Therefore, the water level monitoring of dual targets, pavement side, and streamside, can give more reliable and sensitive information to perceive and forecast the urban flash flooding.

- The battery power efficiency was improved for the stable operation of the UWLD system deploying the dual MCU unit, which is composed of the additional MCU (switch MCU) and SSR for controlling the main MCU. The dual MCU system reduced the power consumption from 165 mA to 110 mA of the averaged current consumption. It is significant for the power saving during solar power charging which is affected by the external environment (e.g., rainfall and cloudy day)
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